Handheld GPS Devices
Extracts from Nibblers online discussion group
Does anybody have any experience of GPS systems ? We are currently looking at a handheld
Garmin 60c or 60cs to map fencelines on our reserves but are unsure about accuracy, use in
woodlands and compatability with GIS mapping software.
If any one knows of better systems for approx £500 please let me know.
Many thanks in advance.mark.
RSPB repeat woodland bird surveys last year used Garmin 12 hand held GPS in
woodland (obviously I guess) without major difficulties other than in deep
valley bottoms.
I too had heard that GPS was much less accurate in woodlands, which is a
pity as otherwise a herd of GPS's could be used for locating and tracking
the movements of livestock in woods!
David
Hi. i understand that accuracy depends on how many satellites are above the
horizon at any one time so giving a better fix the more you can log into.
A GPS buff tells me there is a devilishly clever web site that tells you
times when most are in our space so you could plan use of the GPS
accordingly. Of course i fail to have the relevant information to hand...but
someone out there will have i`m sure.
best wishes
Graham Bellamy
Garmin 12 isn't very accurate (gets you to within 15 metres), but suffices
for locating fixed points, so long as there are accompanying field notes.
Our experience is that they do ok under woodland canopy, though are more
difficult to 'lock on' in valley bottoms as quite a few of the satellites
are close to the horizon. Software for upload of waypoints to PC is extra.
Try this site for comparisons http://www.nomatica.com/gps/comparaison.htm
Mark,
I don't have any personal experience of GPS systems but a similar query was posed on the
Cheshire LRC discussion group and I have copied the the two responses to that query below.
Richard
I don't know this particular Garmin but for accuracy Magellan 315 - to 10m. Later models even
better. The Garmon's I've seen in use were not that accurate.
Hi Len,
At rECOrd (and my own personal use) we have 6 Garmin GP12's for loan. We purchased these
from Global Positioning Systems over the net as they were the cheapest supplier we could find.
They cost us £124.98 (inc. VAT) each. The firm can be contacted by phone on: 08453 454245
or by e-mail on: enquiries@spoylightguides.co.uk
Hope that helps
Steve McWilliam

